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The story of the Mechini’s family began 53 years ago, with the ide of creating unique and durable pieces of art in the lighting business.
Over the course of half a century, many things have changed but what has remained is our commitment towards craftsmanship and tradition.

Since 1970 our chandeliers are unique pieces made completely by hand in Florence. We are proud of our tailor-made production that takes 
care for each minimum detail. Our chandeliers are the perfect balance between design and pure art, you will never find two identical pieces

since they are handcrafted, thanks to the effort and our deep knowledge of iron and crystal work techniques.

Mechini is not just a label, it’s the name of a family that since 1970 has been creating pieces of art in the lighting business. Andrea Mechini’s 
permanent search, for handicraft perfection, has allowed the company to become a point of reference in the overseas market of interior design. 

Chromatic and ornamental effects of chandeliers are completely original, resulting from years of research, highly professional craftsmanship 
and unique materials, following the tradition of joining Bohemian drops or Murano glass to wrought iron.

Thanks to our artisans, who are experts in the use of tempera as well as silver and gold leaves, we have brought antique techniques into the 
21century.  All  products are produced according to the EU and US regulations. 

Mechini’s creations are proudly MADE IN ITALY.

Our video
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https://youtu.be/2UyNJGZTHKc
https://youtu.be/2UyNJGZTHKc
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REX CERTIFICATE

100% MADE IN ITALY

CE

GOST RUSSIA

SASO

UL

GOST UCRAINA
MECHINI srl

Via Del Roseto 56
50012 Bagno a Ripoli - Firenze - Italy

+39 055 671458
info@mechini.com

mechini.com
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